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Abstract—For Automated Driving Systems (ADSs), vehicle
safety and functional correctness are assessed against scenarios
the ADS would encounter - within or outside its operational design domain (ODD). A scenario specifies conditions and events
that an ADS is expected to respond to when deployed. Scenario
specifications underpin the V&V life-cycle, and are used by
a diverse set of stakeholders - from engineers to regulators.
Due to the diversity in stakeholder expertise, scenarios must be
available at different levels of detail, and further the chance of
writing syntactically or semantically incorrect scenarios is high.
Present-day Scenario Description Languages (SDLs) need to be
supported by technologies to help authors compose scenarios
and provide a mechanism for easy translation into executable
forms for virtual or real-life testing. This paper addresses these
issues by building on the existing two-level abstraction WMGSDL in the following ways, (1) introducing a human-readable,
natural language SDL, replacing the former Level-1 SDL, and
complementing the more detailed Level-2 SDL, which is now
syntax aligned with the ODD Taxonomy defined in ISO 34503,
and (2) providing a tool consisting of a parser and a validator to
assist writing syntactically and semantically correct scenarios.
Our tool may be used within a graphical scenario editing
interface or on the command-line. Further, for developers, an
object-oriented interface for parsed scenarios enables further
development and integration with off-the-shelf ADS simulation
and language tools. The tools and technologies described in this
paper are to be made open-source.
Index Terms—scenario, scenario definition language, parservalidator, verification and validation, automated driving systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, developments in vehicle autonomy
have been progressing rapidly. The need for autonomy is
being increasingly asserted due to potential for reduced onroad injuries and fatalities [1], as well as improved traffic
characteristics [2]. In an effort to develop automated driving
systems (ADS’) that realize a 20% quality improvement over
human drivers, it was previously believed that 11 billion
training and testing miles would be required. This philosophy

has rightly evolved to stress on quality of miles driven over
quantity [3]. The philosophy of quality of miles expresses the
need to evaluate ADS function and performance under varying conditions that the ADS may find itself when operating,
and one that exposes itself to hazards [4]. The operating conditions (environmental, road, and other dynamic conditions)
under which an automated driving system (ADS) operates
is termed as its Operational Design Domain (ODD). In the
verification and validation (V&V) life-cycle for an ADS,
scenarios are the key assets used to identify failures [3],
[5], [6], and may be defined on the basis of the ADS’s
ODD. Ulbrich et al [6] define a scenario as a ‘temporal
development between several scenes in a sequence of scenes.
Every scenario starts with an initial scene. Action and events
as well as goals & values may be specified to characterise
this temporal development in a scenario. Other than a scene,
a scenario spans a certain amount of time.’
Due to the widespread adoption of scenario-based testing
as a part of the V&V approaches [7]–[11], many Scenario Description Languages(SDLs) have been developed.
A SDL is a plain-text format for describing a scenario.
Some of the available languages include the WMG two-level
abstraction SDL [12], Scenic [13], Fortellix M-SDL [14],
GeoScenario [15] and ASAM OpenX Standards [16], [17].
Other specification techniques such as graphical interfaces
for scenario generation and testing, including IPG CarMaker [18] and MATLAB toolboxes [19] support ASAM
OpenX-Standards for scenario descriptions. At the time of
writing this article, with different parties having different
preferences in specification, no universal SDL for ADS scenarios exists. While the ASAM OpenX-Standards body has
attempted to develop a standard SDL, the existing OpenScenario(v1.1) [16] and OpenDrive(v1.7) [17] languages have
had limited adoption due to the diverse set of stakeholders
who need to use them and due to internal processes of various
organisations. Designing an SDL is a challenging exercise,

and most available SDL solutions are single syntax solutions,
that try to be everything at once - composable (allowing
mixing component specifications across scenarios), extensible, reusable, readable to diverse audiences and expressive
(allowing specifying high levels of detail). Readability and
expressiveness are mutually opposing characteristics. Nontechnical readers of scenarios (such as regulators) should
not be required to understand syntax to be able to assess a
scenario-based ADS safety case. The focus of this article is
on the WMG-SDL [12] which proposes having a two-level
abstraction plain-text language for scenarios, Level-2 being
more detailed than Level-1. WMG-SDL has seen widespread
support from by ADS manufacturers and regulators, with the
online SafetyPool database [20], [21] supporting searching,
sharing, and using scenarios. However, the Level-1 WMGSDL syntax proposed [12] falls short from being close to a
robust natural language description, which is one of the gaps
this paper aims to address.
Having a language for specifying scenarios is only one
part of the scenario narrative. Writing correct specification
requires expertise. The diverse stakeholder audiences that
would author, modify and compose scenarios in a SDL
makes for a high probability of errors in specification. With
increasing attention being given to ADS V&V activities,
larger numbers are able to contribute scenarios to the wider
Safety PoolT M Scenario Database [21]. The past WMGSDL [12] did not have the support of scenario authoring
tools to enable authors to write and check for correctness of
scenarios, nor is there a mechanism to interface WMG-SDL
with off-the-shelf ADS testing platforms (virtual or real-life).
This paper addresses these gaps in the following ways:
1) A natural-language SDL that replaces the older Level1 WMG-SDL [12] to address broader stakeholders. It
is then possible to automate the translation of the codelike detailed Level-2 WMG-SDL into the abstract, new
Level-1 natural language SDL that is readable for nonverification engineers and non-programmer audiences.
The Level-2 WMG-SDL is also now syntax aligned
with the ODD Taxonomy defined by the BSI-PAS
1883:2020 and ISO 34503.
2) We develop a framework consisting of parsers and
validators for checking the correctness of scenarios
written in both Level-1 and Level-2 WMG-SDL. This
consists of a domain-specific language tool providing
authors with syntax and semantic validation support for
writing correct scenarios in WMG-SDL. The tool uses
Eclipse Xtext/Xtend [22], [23] to define formal syntax
rules and create custom semantic validator checks. The
tool can be used as a binary/executable or as part of an
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for online
validation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses related work. Section III presents our proposal for
a natural language SDL, while Section IV presents the architecture we develop using Eclipse Xtext for developing correct

scenarios, along with object-oriented extensions for further
integration with other off-the-shelf tools. In Section V, we
demonstrate the outcomes of using the language parser for
preparing scenarios that are correct by specification and
with outcomes validated via simulation. Section VI provides
conclusions and observations on the work presented herein.
Note that the tools and technologies presented in this paper
are to be made open-source.
II. R ELATED W ORK
With increasing automation and system complexities, having complete and correct test scenario specifications is a
necessity. Defining a safety-case for ADS’s is a fundamental
step in safely integrating them into society. The case for using
smart-miles to assess safety, where quality trumps quantity,
has been repeatedly asserted [3], [6], [24] and scenarios have
become the foundation on which the present V&V lifecycle
is built. Scenarios define test-cases under which the vehicle is
assessed, and an ADS’s response to a scenario forms the basis of this safety case. Due to the wide variety of stakeholders
involved in the V&V process, four levels of abstraction have
been proposed: (1) functional, (2) abstract, (3) logical and (4)
concrete [25] . The reason for this is that different stages of
the V&V pipeline require analysis performed by experts from
varying areas of expertise, each varying in the level of detail
with which they describe scenarios [9]. It is also necessary
to be able to move between levels of detail, from less detail
(functional, representing a higher level of abstraction) to
more detail (logical and concrete ready-to-execute scenarios,
representing lower levels of abstraction) [5], [12].
These studies [3], [5], [6], [9], [12] elude to the fact
that specification writing is an expertise that varies across
humans. Imposing a specification language that is very
technical and complex to use, would be counter-productive
to utilizing scenarios in the V&V pipeline. Writing scenarios
in complex languages increases the probability of an humanerror, and consequentially incorrect scenarios.
Language development for machine consumption - compilers and translators, have been a subject of study since the
late 1940s [26], with advances still being made today. With
increasing automation in a multitude of domains, one of the
more popular advances in compiler/translator technologies
has been in tools for defining Domain-Specific Languages
(DSLs). DSLs are languages tailored to specific domains,
with gains had in expressiveness and ease of use when
compared with general-purpose languages in the broader
domain [27]. In particular, the Eclipse Xtext [22] framework
is one for developing DSLs that has proven to be powerful, providing a complete parser-validator infrastructure that
open-standard Language Server Protocol (LSP) [28].
The Xtext framework provides support for syntax colouring (enhancing readability), syntax and semantic error checking, auto-completion, code folding, viewing code outline
structures, and other useful features for domain specific
language applications [22]. The contributions presented in
this paper are geared towards writing correct, accessible

scenarios. In addition to introducing tool support for scenario
writing - by creating correctness checker and parsers, we formulate two DSLs, one for an overhauled WMG-SDL Level-1
that allows writing natural-language scenarios, and one for
WMG-SDL Level-2. Developing WMG-SDL languages as
DSLs in Xtext enables us to treat scenarios as objects, and
this opens up WMG-SDL for use in any ADS V&V testing
flow in a variety of test environments (simulation or realworld). In the following section, we present our naturallanguage functional WMG-SDL (Level-1) as it mirrors the
more detailed Level-2 scenario specification.
III. NATURAL L ANGUAGE S CENARIO D ESCRIPTION
L ANGUAGE

Fig. 2. Past WMG-SDL Level-1 Scenery Specification for Fig. 1

This section describes our new natural language Level-1
WMG-SDL which allows for writing functional and abstract
scenario descriptions. The new language is designed to read
more naturally while conveying complex scenario conditions
in a well-structured and clear format. WMG-SDL is specified
in terms of four elements of the scenario, scenery, scripted
actor dynamics, environment and unscripted traffic. Due to a
limitations of space, we use examples to demonstrate the
changes in syntax, while a complete syntax of the new
Level-1 and Level-2 WMG-SDL are available as an online
resource [29].
A. Scenery
The scenery elements describe stationary items, such as
roads and junctions, buildings, as well as state-changing
items such as traffic lights, and bridges.
Consider the scenery illustrated in the map in Figure 1.
The older Level-1 specification [12] for the scenery is in
Figure 2. The same description, written using the new natural
language Level-1 SDL specification as shown in Figure 3.
The updated syntax is designed to read more naturally.

Fig. 3. Natural Language WMG-SDL Level-1 Scenery Specification for
Fig. 1

These actors’ behaviours may cause the VUT to react, and
similarly non-VUT actors’ behaviours may be triggered by
observed behaviours of the VUT.
The dynamic elements are a collection of mutually exclusive blocks, each block containing a set of synchronous
behaviours as shown in Figure 4. The mutually exclusive
blocks of synchronous behaviours may be triggered asynchronously. In a behaviour block, actors may synchronize
behaviours in phases that run parallel in time, or serially in
time. The execution of a phase is conditioned on an invariant
that must hold true while the phase is active.
To demonstrate the proposed natural language syntax, we
use a scenario of a pedestrian crossing the road in front of
a vehicle. The past Level-1 syntax, shown in Figure 5, is
replaced by the new Level-1 syntax shown in Figure 6.
C. Environment

Fig. 1. Road-Junction map of scenery elements around Coventry, Google
Maps, 2022

B. Scripted Dynamics
In WMG-SDL a component on dynamic elements specifies
the behaviour of scripted actors. General traffic is defined as
a separate component (Section III-D). The scenario does not
script or control the behaviour of the Ego vehicle, the Vehicle
Under Test (VUT). The dynamics defines the manoeuvre
behaviour of other actors (vehicles, bicycles, pedestrians).

The environment component defines the weather, particulates, illumination, connectivity capabilities and time of day.
The proposed natural language Level-1 SDM syntax for the
environment is shown in Figure 8, while the older syntax is
shown in Figure 7.
D. Unscripted Traffic
The traffic element of a scenario defines non-scripted, but
intelligently controlled traffic. The traffic specification must
specify the traffic density (number of expected vehicles in
a road section), volume (vehicles generated per unit time),
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Fig. 8. Natural Language WMG-SDL Level-1 Environment Specification
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Fig. 4. SDL multi-actor dynamics synchronized by condition-controlled
phases, or sequenced in series. Multiple asynchronous blocks of a similar
form may be specified. A block’s entry and exit are condition-controlled.
Actors v1 and v2 have manoeuvres/actions/activities that are synchronized
as phases running in parallel. Actor v3 is conditioned to begin its first phase
only after the last (nth ) phase of v1 and v2 are complete. Actor v4 executes
asynchronously of the others.

Fig. 5. Past WMG-SDL Level-1 Dynamics Specification

average speed, source and sink. An example of the contemporary syntax for Level-1 description of traffic between roads
R1 and R2 is shown in Figure 9.
We propose that traffic specification in Level-1 natural
language descriptions be a suffix to the description of the
scenery. For instance, for Road1 (R1 ) (and similarly R2 ),
we would state:

Here the suffix with moderate traffic is appended to the
specification of the road’s scenery element.
The impact of the new WMG-SDL Level-1 syntax on
scenario readability is more prominent in descriptions of
scripted dynamic and environment elements. In descriptions
of the scenery, programmatic structures have been replaced
by a more natural to read sentence structure, while retaining
the information detail present in the past version of Level-1

Fig. 9. Past WMG-SDL Level-1 traffic specification

SDL. For unscripted traffic, the earlier description of traffic in
terms of centroids has been replaced. Traffic specifications
are now coupled with the description of the roads in the
scenery.
In the following section, we present our architecture for
assisting scenario stakeholders in reading and writing scenarios.
IV. E XTENSIBLE A RCHITECTURE FOR D EVELOPING
C ORRECT S CENARIOS
This section presents our DSL architecture, containing
tools built to support developing syntactically and semantically correct scenarios. The architecture is based on the
Eclipse Xtext framework [22], which allows us to expose
and object-oriented scenario structure for Level-1 and Level2 WMG-SDL scenarios. This enables automation extensions
to be added to the tool-suite that use and manipulate the
scenario object. Some example purposes of developing such
extensions may include, translating WMG-SDL scenarios
into other scenario specifications, developing instructions for
testing (virtually or on a physical test platform), generating
new scenarios, assessing scenario coverage, comparisons
against ADS ODDs, and so on.
Eclipse-Xtext
WMG-SDL
Syntax Translators
Outline Semantic
Generator Validator
Build Configuration
Compile

Fig. 6. Natural Language WMG-SDL Level-1 Dynamics Specification

LSP

Graphical IDE (Supporting LSP)
(Eclipse,Visual Studio Code,
Jetbrains IntelliJ)
File Edit Source Project ... Help
SDL Project ALKS side swerving LSAD pedestrian

File Explorer
SDL Outline
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Dynamics
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4 Roads: R1: START
5 Road type [Motorway] as [R1] ...
6 Number of lanes [3] as [R2.L-1, ...
7
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(binary)
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Scenario
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Fig. 10. DSL Architecture for Scenarios in WMG-SDL using Xtext

Fig. 7. Past WMG-SDL Level-1 Environment Specification

Figure 10 presents the proposed DSL architecture for
developing scenarios. The architecture consists of: (1) WMGSDL Level-1, Level-2 Syntax Parsers, (2) Scenario Outline

Generator, (3) Semantic Error-Checking Validators, (4) Extensions/Translators and a (5) Build Configuration. Detailed
descriptions regarding each component are as follows.
A. WMG-SDL Syntax Parsers
The fabric of a parser consists of terminals (keywords,
integers, decimal numbers, and strings) and grammar syntax
rules (defining the grammar of a scenario, expressing how
a scenario is developed using terminals and other grammar
rules). The parsers for natural language and Level-2 WMGSDLs are defined in Xtext.
We implement syntax rules for the proposed naturallanguage SDL, as defined in Section III. For Level-2 WMGSDL, we retain the syntactic structure of contemporary
WMG-SDL, making only minor updates to align its vocabulary with the ISO 34503 and BSI-PAS 1883.
The advantage of using Xtext is that it allows us to piggyback an object-oriented class structure atop the grammar
definition.
A snippet of an Xtext rule for roads in Level-2 is as
follows:

both WMG-SDL levels (as shown in the bottom left of Figures 12 and 13). Custom-definitions have been implemented
to provide summary outline views that are consistent with the
component structure of WMG-SDL, partitioning the scenario
at the highest level according to scenery, dynamics, environment and traffic specification. For complex components
(such as scenery and dynamics) the outline further breaks
this down into an organized structure of roads, junctions,
manoeuvres, phased activities, as may be the requirement.
Synchronous and asynchronous actor actions are also evident
from the outline structure (see Figure 11), allowing authors
to navigate the hierarchy as deep as necessary, expanding or
collapsing components as they require.

RoadElement : null?=‘None’ |
id=R ID ‘:’ ‘START’ (‘[’(startJunction=ID|startRoad=R ID)‘]’)?
‘Road’ ‘type’ ‘[’roadType=RoadType‘]’ ‘as’ ‘[’roadAltID=R ID‘]’
‘with’ ‘zone’ ‘as’ ‘[’zoneType=ZoneType‘]’ ‘AND’
‘speed ’ ‘limit’ ‘of’ ‘[’(speedLimit=DOUBLE|noSpeedLimit?=‘N/A’)‘]’
‘in’ (‘a’|‘an’) ‘[’environmentType=EnvironmentType‘]’ ‘environment’
‘with’ ‘Number’ ‘of’ ‘lanes’ laneDescription=LaneDescription

The rule above implies a class structure for class RoadElement with class attributes defined by those marked in
italics, while the attribute data-types (or class-types) are
correspondingly marked in bold. The data-types represent
terminal rules (such as ID or R ID representing string names
for general strings or road names, or DOUBLE representing
decimal numbers), or rules to produce further specification (such as RoadType, ZoneType, EnvironmentType,
LaneDescription). Hence, when a scenario is parsed, an
object is created from the scenario with named-fields that
can be processed for various purposes as detailed in later
sections.
Such rules are then used in the parser to check the syntactic
correctness of a scenario (see Figure 12). We discuss semantic validation in Section IV-C. Detailed grammar rules for the
proposed natural language WMG-SDL as well as the revised
Level-2 grammar are available as an online resource [29].
B. Scenario Outline Generator
Scenarios for ADS can become complex to specify in any
language. This complexity could be due to the length of the
specification, or due to the complex interactions and attribute
values of scenario components. It is therefore important to,
(1) be able to navigate scenarios, and (2) have a high-level
summary view of the scenario - with the ability to hide
information that may not be relevant to the moment.
A collapsible outline view of the scenario addresses both
these needs. The Xtext framework has allowed us to implement a tree-structure hierarchical view of the scenario for

Fig. 11. Scenario Outline Summary describing the outline for a scenario
having three asynchronous sets of manoeuvres.

C. Semantic Error-Checking Validators
Beyond following syntactic rules, scenario correctness also
requires that the scenario be semantically sound (meaningfully correct). For instance, a scenery element (such as
a road) isn’t defined in the scenario, but is used while
positioning a vehicle, or perhaps a measurement is made
relative to the unknown element; this would represent a
semantic error. Such errors must be brought to the notice
of the author in a manner that communicates the error and
provides guidance on how to fix it.
We develop detailed semantic validation checks that assess
the correctness of junctions and roads, ensuring that they
are correctly defined with no missing elements; we compare
the scenery with the dynamics ensuring that the dynamic
specifications use correct scenery elements, and highlight any
issues that result in the scenario being incorrect.

An example of a semantic error highlighted during level-2
scenario development is shown in Figure 13.
D. Scenario Extensions/Translators
The SDL class definition that is generated from our
grammar definition, described in Section IV-A, is used during
parsing to parse the scenario into an SDL object instance.
This object instance may be used to extend the functionality
of the tool and interface with other tools in the V&V pipeline,
such as for scenario generation, translation or execution.
For instance, we have developed an extension for translating WMG-SDL Level-2 scenario specifications into ASAM
OpenSCENARIO (OSC) and OpenDRIVE (ODR) scenario
specification standards. OSC and ODR languages are XMLbased languages, making them intrinsically machine readable, and are hence supported by simulation tools such as
esmini [30]. However, scenarios in OSC and ODR quickly,
even for the simplest of scenarios, become complex and
lengthy to develop. They are therefore difficult to read.
By enabling a translation from WMG-SDL to OSC/ODR,
WMG-SDL inherits the benefits afforded by tools that support OSC/ODR. This enables scenarios to be written in easy
to read, extensible, navigable, tool-supported WMG-SDL,
with the benefits of simulation and execution support of
OSC/ODR.
The scenario object structure developed enables developers to create tools (for generating, translating or executing
scenarios) for use in the V&V pipeline.

Fig. 12. Graphical IDE (Eclipse) for developing natural-language WMGSDL Level-1 scenarios. A syntactic error is detected on line 15 of the
natural-language scenario, with a suggested fix provided.

Fig. 13. Graphical IDE (Eclipse) for developing logical WMG-SDL Level-2
detailed scenarios. A semantic error is detected on line 24 of the scenario,
with a semantic cause provided, indicating use of road label that is not
defined in the scenery.

E. Build Configuration for Executability
The architecture and tools developed may be used in a
graphical integrated development environment (IDE), or may
be executed as a standalone Java binary. In order to build a
Java binary, we develop a configuration that orchestrates how
syntax and semantic validation errors are displayed and how
any extensions are used (for instance generating scenarios in
ASAM OpenX standards).
F. Bringing it all together
Some of the features described above are visible in Figures 12 and 13.The scenario outline pane on the bottom
left of the IDE window provides easy navigation through
the scenario, along with a high-level hierarchical scenario
breakdown, further assisting scenario inspection.
It is our intention to make the scenario tool-suite (including codified grammars, parsers-validators and supporting
components - translators, outline generators) open-source.

scenarios are developed with the intention of assessing the
ADS dynamic driving task under different conditions.
A. Field of View - Lateral Range Detection
This scenario evaluates the ADS’s capabilities to detect
another road user beside it, within its lateral detection area,
up to at least the full width of the adjacent lane (clause
4.6 [31]). Figure 14 presents the scenario specified in natural
language SDL, while Figure 15 specifies the same scenario
in Level-2 SDL.

Fig. 14. Field of View - Lateral Range Detection: Natural Language SDL

V. L ANGUAGE PARSER C ASE S TUDIES
We use our scenario framework to develop scenarios in
the the UN Regulation for Automated Lane Keeping Systems (ALKS) [31], which describes the necessary functional
requirements to be fulfilled for the approval of an ALKS.
In this article we present a selection of the scenarios in the
natural language Level-1 WMG-SDL and their corresponding Level-2 descriptions at the logical scenario level. The

B. Multiple Blocking Targets
This scenario evaluates the ADS’s capabilities to avoid a
collision with a road user or object blocking the lane it is in,
while its driving speed is up to the maximum specified speed
of the ADS. This specific scenario uses multiple consecutive
obstacles blocking the lane (clause 4.2.2 (g) [31]). Figure 16

Fig. 17. Multiple Blocking Targets: Level-2 SDL. Note that Scenery and
Environment components of the scenario have been omitted since they are
identical to those in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Field of View - Lateral Range Detection: Level-2 SDL

presents the scenario specified in natural language SDL,
while Figure 17 specifies the same scenario in Level-2 SDL.
All the scenarios presented have been validated by the
parser. The intended scenario behaviours are then verified
using our OSC/ODR translator extension – by simulating the
translated OSC/ODR scenario in esmini, and by examining
the simulation log to ensure that the WMG-SDL events occur
as expected and are timed correctly. The latter is used to
examine synchronization.

ness of scenario specifications is multi-faceted. We provide
a two-pronged approach. We update the Level-1 WMG-SDL
syntax to read more naturally, which intrinsically ensures the
specifications reflect the intended scenario. We also provide
a parser to check scenario syntax and a semantic validator
to ensure that a scenario is semantically valid. The parservalidator architecture works with open-standard Language
Server Protocol (LSP), enabling our tool to communicate
with graphical integrated development environments (IDEs)
to visually manage and develop scenario projects. Scenarios
in our framework are parsed into objects, which can then
be used by tool developers to create extensions for scenario
generation, translation and execution. As a motivating example, the object-interface extension mechanism has enabled
us to develop a translation of WMG-SDL Level-2 scenarios
into concrete ASAM OpenX (OpenScenario and OpenDrive)
executable scenarios. The regulation on Automated LaneKeeping Systems (ALKS) has been used as a case study
to develop scenarios. It is intended that the parser tool-chain
be made open-source to enable wider use of the tool.
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